
Vaibhav Acharya 
Web Developer & Designer.
Building elegant, useful & accessible online 
experiences.

vaibhavacharya.github.io

vaibhavacharya111@gmail.com

twitter.com/VaibhavAcharya_

github.com/VaibhavAcharya

linkedin.com/in/vaibhav-acharya

 Experience

Dukaan

Frontend Engineer (Fulltime)
Developed and polished useful features for the seller 
dashboard, which serves hundreds of thousands of 
people every day.

Spacenos

Web Developer (Intern)
Improved user experience of different innovative 
projects by implementing useful features.

 Projects

Code-GPT
An extension for VS Code that provides you instant 
explanations for your code using AI.

Got 3000+ installs, 200+ stars on GitHub, 350+ upvotes 
on ProductHunt under 3 days.

AIProductTools.com
AI powered product tools for your e-commerce’s 
success.

Got 1,000+ visits & 5+ upvotes on ProductHunt under 3 
days.

Gist Snip
Use your GitHub gists as autocomplete snippets in VS 
Code.

Got 2000+ visits, 90+ installs & 75+ upvotes on 
ProductHunt under 1 week.

Jobilist.com
Job search engine that connects job seekers with the 
top employers across the world.

Got 20,000+ visits, 30+ jobs & 15+ upvotes on 
ProductHunt under 1 week.

Uniboat.in
10-min grocery delivery service. 
Missed Zepto so much, we started our own.

Got 2,000+ visits, 25+ orders & 180+ products.

PerfectAcademia.com
Crowd-sourced reviews and ratings platform for 
universities all over the world.

RaterBay.com
A platform for receiving and providing resume reviews.

Got 30,000+ visits, 80+ users & 20+ upvotes on 
ProductHunt  under 1 week.

ChatGPT Everywhere
A Chrome plugin that leverages the OpenAI API to 
replace the text in input fields on any webpage.

 Skills & Competencies

 HTML, CSS & JavaScrip
 React.js, Next.js, Remix.run & Node.j
 CSS Modules, SASS, TailwindCSS, styled-components & Stitches.j
 MySQL, PostgreSQL, PrismaORM & Firebas
 Bash, Git & GitHu
 Figma & Adobe XD

 Education

Aryan International College

Bachelors in Computer Application (B.C.A.)
April (2021) → July (2023)
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